Information Literacy Rubric
“Excellent” Skill Checklist

John A. Logan College defines information literacy as “the ability to locate, evaluate, retrieve, organize, create, and disseminate information.”

In order to promote student success, please consider whether your assignment allows students to demonstrate each of the following:

________ Clearly define the scope of the question
________ Communicate, organize, and synthesize information from sources.
________ Correctly cite and format all information (ex. paraphrase, direct quote, indirect quote, block quote, etc.). Use information in ways that are true to the original context.
________ Correctly cite and format works cited entries using a consistent citation style (APA, MLA, Chicago, etc.)

Questions can be directed to any of the following Assessment Academy Team Members.

Kristin Shelby ext. 8921 kristinshelby@jalc.edu
Nikki Borrenpohl ext. 8024 nikkborenpohl@jalc.edu
Nancy Jo Crowell ext. 8242 nancyjocrowell@jalc.edu
Abel Kinser ext. 8281 abelkinser@jalc.edu
Krystal Reagan ext. 8596 krystalreagan@jalc.edu
David Sackris ext. 8275 davidsackris@jalc.edu
Jennifer Watkins ext. 8460 jenniferwatkins@jalc.edu
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